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Abstract 
This paper reports a study, performed by in-situ synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction, of the high-
pressure behavior of zeolite L. The experiments were performed using both penetrating (methanol: 
ethanol: water mixture, m.e.w.) and non-penetrating (silicon oil, s.o.) pressure transmitting media 
(PTM) to study the compressibility and the possible pressure-induced hydration (PIH) of this 
synthetic zeolite, technologically relevant as host-guest system exploited in numerous application 
fields. The crystal structure refinements were performed up to 6.3 GPa and 3.1 GPa for the patterns 
collected in m.e.w. and s.o., respectively, while the unit cell parameters were determined in the 
whole pressure range for both media. A strong PIH effect is evident when zeolite L is compressed 
in m.e.w. and the over-hydration is essentially ascribable to the filling of  most the water sites, to 
the appearance of a new water site and to the partially filling of the K sites. The over-hydration 
starts at a very low pressure (0.5 GPa) and the maximum water content can be estimated in 31.1 
water molecules, against the original value of 18. The PIH is completely reversible upon P release. 
The main difference between the compression behavior of zeolite L in the two media is the higher 
compressibility in the non-penetrating one, evidenced by ΔV= - 6.3% and -9.9% in m.e.w. and s.o, 
respectively. Our data are consistent with the general behavior of zeolites compressed with 
penetrating media, when the intrusion of extra-molecules provides a support against the effects of 
the applied pressure. The results of this work are compared with those obtained on a K-gallosilicate 
with LTL topology, where PIH induces the formation of water nanotubes inside the zeolite channel.   
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Introduction 
 The regular pore systems of the framework make zeolites ideal host matrices for achieving 
supramolecular organization of different molecules such as photo-active species, leading to versatile 
building blocks for the realization of multifunctional composite materials [1,2]. Since the 
nanometric diameter channels of zeolites may induce an anisotropic arrangement of photoactive 
molecules, the resulting hybrid materials show outstanding energy transfer capabilities, mimicking 
the functionalities of the antenna systems of living plants [3,4,5] and can be exploited for several 
advanced applications [6,7,8,9]. The properties of these materials depend on the packing of 
molecules inside the channels, which in turn controls the intermolecular interactions. The packing 
of the molecules inside the channel can be modified by increasing the molecules loading, or, for 
example, applying pressure. For this reason, recently, a wide project [10,11,12] dedicated to the 
study of these systems under high pressure tried to establish whether compression could favor a 
different distribution of the dye molecules and lead to an improvement of the optical properties of 
the materials under investigation. Very recently, Gigli et al. [12] studied the high-pressure behavior 
of some hybrid composites formed by zeolite L and fluorenone dye, through an integrated 
experimental-computational approach. The hybrid system resulted to be very stable upon pressure, 
undergoing only a modest variation of the pore volumes, thus affecting only to a minor extent the 
molecular structure of the organic guests. Only a pressure-induced strengthening of the interaction 
between the fluorenone carbonyl group and the potassium cations of the zeolite was observed. 
These results are clearly related to the stiffness of the host zeolite framework, thus unravel that the 
P-induced deformations of the pristine host framework is of fundamental importance to understand 
the driving forces involved in the hybrid structural modifications. 
The appealing of zeolite L with LTL framework type [13] as  host matrix for many applications is 
due to the narrow openings (free diameter 7.8 Å) and maximum diameter (∼12 Å) of its mono-
dimensional channel system. Since its first synthesis in 1968 [14], LTL framework has been 
associated to various cationic forms and hydration status [15,16,17] and has been found in the 
natural phase perlialite [18]. In this study, the response to pressure of the as-synthesized K-LTL 
zeolite (K-L from now on) is discussed in details. The study was conducted by means of in-situ 
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) using both penetrating (methanol:ethanol:water = 
16:3:1; m.e.w.) and non-penetrating (silicone oil; s.o.) pressure-transmitting media (PTM). We have 
studied stability, compressibility and pressure-induced over-hydration (PIH) of the as-synthesized 
phase K-L. Moreover, our results will be compared to those obtained by Lee and coworkers [19] on 
a K-GaSi-LTL phase compressed in m.e.w., with the aim to deepen our knowledge on the 




Material and crystal structure 
 The LTL framework is composed of cancrinite cages stacked via 6-ring windows to form 
columns of alternating hexagonal prisms and cancrinite cages along the c-axis. These columns are 
connected together to form a monodimensional channel system constituted by the larger circular 12-
ring channels and the smaller elliptical 8-ring channels, both running along the c axis. The extra-
framework K cations are sited at the center of the cancrinite cage (K2), in the center of the elliptical 
8-ring channel midway between adjacent cancrinite cages (K3), and near the walls of the main 
undulating 12-ring channel near the boat-shaped 8-ring almost parallel to c axis (K4) (Figure 1). All 
the water molecules are located in the main 12-ring channels near the planes at  z = 0, 1/6, 1/3, and 
1/2 and are only loosely bonded to the framework. The water molecules on the latter three planes 
form clusters via hydrogen bonds, while those on the z = 0 plane coordinate the cations in the main 
channel.  
Potassium zeolite L was purchased from Tosoh Corporation (Japan) (code HSZ-500). The 
chemical composition of the zeolite was determined by X-ray fluorescence and thermogravimetric 
analysis, resulting in the chemical formula K8.46(Al8.35Si27.53)O72·17.91H2O.  
Methods  
 The in situ high-pressure XRPD experiments were performed at ALBA synchrotron, BL04-
MSPD beamline, using a modified Merril-Basset DAC [20]. Two experiments were performed, 
using s.o. and m.e.w. as non-penetrating  and penetrating PTM, respectively.  The corresponding 
wavelengths were 0.534 and 0.5336 Å. Pressure was measured using the ruby fluorescence method 
[21] on the non-linear hydrostatic pressure scale [22]. The estimated error in the pressure values is 
0.05 GPa. Bidimensional diffraction patterns were recorded on a CCD camera, SX165 (Rayonix) 
(pixel dimension 79 μm) at a fixed distance from the sample of 160 mm for the experiment in s.o. 
and 155 mm for that in m.e.w; the exposure time was 50 s for all the pressure points. One-
dimensional diffraction patterns were obtained in the 2 range 1.5–27° by integrating the two-
dimensional images with the program FIT 2D [23] (Fig. 3a,b). The experiments were performed 
from Pamb to 6.2 and 6.3 GPa in s.o. and m.e.w., respectively. Other patterns were recorded while 
decompressing the samples down to room conditions (labeled (rev) in Tables and Figures). The unit 
cell parameters of K-L were determined by Rietveld profile fitting in the complete P ranges  (Table 
1). Data quality allowed the K-L structure refinements up to 3.1 GPa and 6.3 GPa, in s.o. and 
m.e.w., respectively, and upon decompression to ambient conditions  (Pamb (rev)). In the pressure 
range 3.09 -6.2 GPa, the peak broadening induced by compression in s.o. allowed only the 
refinements of the cell parameters.  
 Since the analysis of the observed diffraction patters did not show any phase transition, all 
the structural refinements were carried out in the original K-L space group P6/mmm, starting from 
the atomic coordinates reported by Gigli et al. [12] and using the GSAS package [24] with EXPGUI 
interface [25].  To allow the comparison with previous literature data on K-gallosilicate with LTL 
topology, the atom labels were after Lee et al. [19]. The background curves were fitted by a 
Chebyschev polynomial function with 32 and 24 coefficients in s.o. and m.e.w. experiments, 
respectively. The pseudo-Voight profile function proposed by Thomson et al. [26] was used with 
refined Gaussian (GW) e Lorentzian (LX) terms and a 0.01% cut-off was applied for the peak 
intensities. The scale factor and 2-zero shift were accurately refined in all patterns. Soft constraints 
were imposed on the tetrahedral bond lengths (Si−O = 1.63 Å, with a tolerance value of 0.03 Å). 
The isotropic displacement parameters were allowed to vary and constrained in the following way: 
the same value for all the tetrahedral cations, a second value for the all framework oxygen atoms, a 
third one for the oxygen atoms of the water molecules, while the isotropic displacement parameters 
of the potassium extraframework cations were not constrained to be equal. Details of the structural 
refinements are reported in Table S1. Atomic coordinates, site occupancies and isotropic 
displacement parameters are reported in Tables S2 for m.e.w experiment (2.5, 4.2, 6.3 GPa and 
Pamb rev) and in Table S3 for s.o. experiments (0.9, 1.2, 1.8, 3.1 6.2 GPa and Pamb rev).  
Framework and extraframework interatomic distances  are listed in Tables S4 and S5, respectively.  
 
Results 
 From the inspection of Figure 2 it is evident that the diffraction peak intensities generally 
decrease and the peak profiles become broader with increasing pressure. These effects can be 
justified by an increase of long-range structural disorder, the presence of texture effects, and, in the 
case of s.o. above 2.8 GPa, with a decrease in the hydrostaticity of the PTM. However, both 
experiments demonstrate that K-L does not undergo amorphization up to the highest investigated 
pressure, and that the features characteristic of the patterns collected at ambient conditions are 
almost completely recovered upon decompression. 
1- K-L compressed in methanol:ethanol:water 
The compression of K-L in hydrous penetrating PTM from Pamb to 6.3 GPa reduces the unit 
cell volume by 6.2%, with a strongly anisotropic behavior of the cell parameters (∆a = −0.8%, ∆c = 
−4.7%) (Table 1 and Figure 3a). In particular, while c axis almost regularly decreases, a axis 
slightly increases up to 2 GPa and then starts to decrease, resulting in a slight change in the volume 
compression above 2 GPa (Figure 3a). At Pamb(rev), after complete pressure release, K-L unit cell 
volume almost regains the original value, maintaining a contraction of only 0.1%.  
Extraframework cation sites 
K2 and K3 sites remain fully occupied during the whole compression ramp. While K3 coordination 
does not change, that of K2 increases from 6 to 12 after the inclusion in its coordination shell of six 
O5 oxygen atoms (Tables S2 and S4). 
The coordination of K4 site remains almost constant along the whole pressure ramp, while its 
occupancy factor tends to increase with increasing pressure. At Pamb, K4 is partially occupied, 
probably by both potassium and water molecules. This is suggested by the number of K cations 
(9.7) resulting in this site from the structure refinement performed using the scattering curve of 
potassium, that is slightly higher than that found by the chemical analysis (8.46). At 2.0 GPa the 
occupancy factor of K4 site begins to increase and at Pamb(rev) it almost regains the initial value. 
A new site, labeled K5, appears at 1.4 GPa. Like K3, it is located at the center of the 8MR, but at 
z=0, where coordinates four O6.  Its occupancy increases with P up to a maximum value of about 
0.50 at 6.3 GPa, then it disappears upon P release (Tables S2 and S4).  Similarly to that suggested 
for K-GaSi-LTL compressed in m.e.w [19], we can assume that a fraction of K cations migrates 
from K4 to K5 and that, successively, both sites increase their occupancy factor hosting, in addition 
to K, also water molecules provided by the hydrous PTM. 
 Water sites 
 At ambient conditions, about 18 water molecules per unit cell occupy the 12MR channels of 
K-L, – distributed over five crystallographically independent sites (W3,W4,W6, W6, W7). 
Compression induces noticeable changes in both positions and occupancy factors of these water 
sites. Concerning the occupancy factors, a general increase occurs for all the sites, with the only 
exception of W5, that tends to decrease above 3GPa (Figure 4 and S1). Upon pressure release, 
almost all the water sites regain their original occupancy, with the exclusion of W4 and  W6.  
In detail, the behavior of the water sites upon compression can be described as following: 
1) at 0.5 GPa, a new site, labelled W2 after [19], appears, with an occupancy factor of 0.16, in the 
special position (0, 0, 0.5) at the center of the main 12MR channel,  in correspondence of the 12MR 
window. Its occupancy factor increases up to 0.8 (Figure S1and Table S2). Upon P release,  W2 
sites completely  empties; 
2) W3 site moves, along b axis, closer to the 12MR channel walls and maintains this position even 
upon pressure release (Table S2). Its occupancy factor increases with P, even if with a rather 
irregular trend; 
3) W4 site, originally in the position (0, 0, 0.18), moves to the mirror plane at z=0 and, up to the 
highest P, maintains this position. Upon P release, it almost reassumes the original position. In the 
water clusters present at Pamb, W4 represents the apex of a bipyramidal-hexagonal prisms and its P-
induced migration transforms the cluster in hexagonal prisms (Figure 5). W4 occupancy factor 
increases already at 0.5 GPa and at 1.4 GPa the site becomes fully occupied.   
4) W5 site moves close to the mirror plane at z=0.5 during compression. As a consequence of its 
shift, the distances with O1 largely change.  Its occupancy factor decreases above 3 GPa (Figure S1, 
and Table S2).   At Pamb(rev), W5 almost regains its original position.  
5) W6 site undergoes a slight positional change during compression, but at Pamb(rev) returns to the 
original position. The site becomes fully occupied at 0.5 GPa, (Figure S1, and Table S2).     
6) W7 slightly changes its position, with a consequent decrease of its distance from O2. Its 
occupancy factor strongly increases, reaching the maximum of 0.8 at 3.6 GPa. (Figure S1, and 
Table S2).     
 On the basis of these observations we can state that:  
 as in many zeolites compressed with a penetrating PTM [27,28,29,30], a strong PIH effect is 
evident in zeolite K-L,  essentially ascribable to the filling of  most of the water sites, to the 
partially filling of the K sites and to the appearance of the new water site W2; 
 over-hydration begins at a very low pressure (0.5 GPa) and  reaches its maximum degree at 
4.6 GPa;  then it slightly decreases up to the highest investigated pressure (Figure 4); 
 the maximum water content can be estimated in 31.1 water molecules, assuming both the 
increased water content of the W sites and that due to the residual electronic density in both 
K4 and K5, after subtraction of the contribution of the K cations; 
 PIH is completely reversible upon P release.  
 The effects of PIH are evident on the unit cell volume behavior. Its decrease is slower below 
2GPa  namely during the over-hydration, when the water molecules contribute to stiffen the 
framework  and faster above this pressure, when the external compression prevails.   
Framework 
The following modifications of the K-L framework are observed upon compression: 
(i) Water penetration makes the 12MR more elliptical, due to the slight decrease of O1-O1 free 
diameters (Figure S2a). At the highest pressure it almost regains the original shape; 
(ii) 8MR channel aperture expands up to 4.2 GPa, due to the increase of both O1-O1 and O5-O5 
free diameters. Above this pressure, probably after reaching its largest acceptable size, 8MR 
aperture becomes more elliptical, with the O1-O1 distance decreasing and the O5-O5 slightly 
increasing (Figure S2b); 
(ii) the dimensions of the 8MR boat-shaped apertures surrounding the main 12MR channel undergo 
opposite modifications: O1-O1, corresponding to the c axis, regularly decreases in the whole P 
range, probably as a consequence of the  strengthening of the W7-O2 interaction, while O6-O6 
increases up to 2.5 GPa, decrease up to 4.5 GPa and then increases again, reaching the maximum 
value at the highest P (Figure S2c);  
(iii) O3–O5–O3 and O5–O3–O5 angles of the D6R hexagonal ring (Figure S2d) increase and 
decrease, respectively, becoming more similar to each other, and hence reducing the di-trigonal 
distortion of the 6-membered ring. The D6R thickness only slightly changes (Figure S2e),  initially 
increasing and then decreasing above 3.6 GPa. On the contrary, due the onset of the K2 – O5 bond, 
the thickness of the cancrinite cage decreases in the whole P range (Figure S2f), with a strict 
relationship with the c parameter.  
 In general, K-L framework appears much more flexible along the c axis - the running 
direction of the large 12MR channels - than along a axis. This can be an effect of the presence, in 




2- K-L compressed in silicone oil 
The unit cell volume of K-L compressed from Pamb to 6.2 GPa in the non-penetrating PTM s.o. 
decreases by 9.9%, with a less anisotropic behavior of the cell parameters (∆a = −2.9%,  ∆c = 
−4.5%) with respect to the experiment in m.e.w. (Table S1 and Figure 3b). Both cell parameters 
show an almost linear contraction and at Pamb(rev), after pressure release, K-L unit cell volume 
almost regains the original value. 
 The main structural modifications observed during compression are: 
i) in the range Pamb-3.1 GPa  -  where the structural refinements were performed - both positions and 
occupancy factors of most of the water sites remain essentially unchanged.  Only W4 site moves 
significantly along the z axis (from about 0.20 to about 0.30), maintaining the new position also 
upon decompression  (Table S3); 
ii) the effects of compression in s.o. on  the extraframework cations are similar to those observed in 
m.e.w.: K5 site appears at 1.8 GPa,  with a very low occupancy factor, while the occupancy of K4 
decreases.  This behavior is even more evident at 3.1 GPa. Upon pressure release, K5 disappears 
(Table S3);  
iii) concerning the framework, both the main 12MR and the 8MR channels parallel to the c axis 
contract, due to the decrease of their free diameters O1-O1 and O2-O2, and O1-O1 and O5-O5, 
respectively (Figure S3a,b);   
 iv) the 8MR apertures - nearly parallel to the c axis and  surrounding the main 12MR channel - 
contract upon compression (Figure S3c); 
(iii) O3–O5–O3 and O5–O3–O5 angles of the D6R hexagonal ring (Figure S3d) decrease and 
increase, respectively. Consequently, the di-trigonal distortion of the 6-membered ring increases. 
The D6R thickness (Figure S3e) decreases with pressure, partially maintaining this flattening upon 
decompression;  
(iv) the cancrinite cage thickness regularly decreases with P, but, after pressure release, assumes a 
value larger than the original one (Figure S3f). As an effect of the combined decrease and increase 
of the D6R and cancrinite cage thickness, respectively, at Pamb(rev) the c unit cell parameter regains 
the original value.  
  
 
Discussion   
The overall results here reported underline the high baric stability of LTL framework and 
confirm the results found by [12] for zeolite L-fluorenone hybrid material. In particular, the 
compressibility in s.o. of the as-synthesized K-L is extremely similar to that determined for a K-L 
loaded with 0.5 fluorenone molecules (see Figure 6). This suggests that the stiffening effect of the 
dye molecule - associated to the presence of water molecules  (14.7) and K cations - is comparable 
to that of the extraframework content of the pristine sample. However, the small variations of the 
elastic behavior observed among the LTL samples characterized by different dye loadings, suggest 
that an influence of the extraframework content is detectable. 
Comparison between the compressibility of zeolite K-L in penetrating and non-penetrating PTM  
 The main difference between the behavior of K-L compressed in m.e.w. and s.o. is the 
higher compressibility in the non-penetrating PTM (see Figure 2a,b and Table S1). This is evident 
by the comparison of the unit cell volume decreases induced by the two PTM at the highest 
pressure: - 6.3% in m.e.w. against -9.9%  in s.o. In particular, while c parameter contracts of the 
same value in both experiments, a parameter decreases more in s.o., due to the squeezing of both 
12MR and 8MR windows. On the contrary, in m.e.w., the contraction of the 12MR aperture and the 
expansion of the 8MR one tend to balance each other. Moreover, the ditrigonal distortion of the 
D6R increases with P in s.o., while decreases in m.e.w., thus contributing to the larger squeezing in 
the a-b plane. The decrease of c parameter with s.o. is related to the flattening of both cancrinite 
cage and D6R f, while in m.e.w. the effect on the cancrinite cage prevails. 
 These results are consistent with the behavior generally observed for zeolites undergoing  
intrusion phenomena: the penetration of extra-molecules stiffen the structure, providing a support 
against the effects of compression (e.g. for a review, see Table 1 in [31]).  
 
Comparison between the behavior of K-AlSi-L and K-GaSi-L zeolites compressed in m.e.w. 
 Lee and coworkers [19] have discussed how water molecules penetrate and evolve into a K-
GaSi-L (chemical formula K12.1Ga10.3Si25.7 O72 · ∼16H2O) when compressed to 3.37 GPa in m.e.w.  
 The evolution of K-GaSi-L unit cell parameters with P is similar to that of the alumino-
silicate phase here investigated, except for the maximum value of a axis,  that is reached at a lower 
pressure (1.3 GPa) in K-GaSi-L with respect to K-L (2.0 GPa). This difference affects the pressure 
at which the curve V vs. P changes slope in the two samples (1.3 GPa in the K-GaSi-L and 2.0 GPa 
in K-L, Figure 3b of this work and Figure 2b in [19]). Moreover, in K-GaSi-L the variation of a 
parameter in the range Pamb-1.3 GPa is 0.38%, while that of K-L in the range Pamb-2.0 GPa is only 
0.28%.  However, when a similar P range is considered (Pamb- 3.5 GPa), the unit cell parameter 
variations are essentially the same in the two phases (a= +0.003%, c= -3.24%, V= - 3.23% and 
a= -0.02%, c= -3.29%, V= -3.22% for the gallo- and the alumino-silicate, respectively).  This 
suggests that the framework/extra-framework composition of this zeolite is not a dominant factor in 
influencing its compressibility, at least at relatively low pressure and in penetrating PTM. 
 In K-GaSi-L, the variations of the occupancy factors of K4 and K5 sites with pressure are 
strictly inversely related, suggesting a P-induced migration of K cations from K4 to K5.  At 3.5 
GPa, however, this new K5 site returns empty. On the contrary, in our K-L sample, K5 is occupied 
up to the highest pressure and the penetration of water molecules in both K4 and K5 sites is 
progressive and continuous during compression.  
 At ambient conditions, K-GaSi-L contains 16 water molecules, assembled inside the 
undulating 12-ring channels into hydrogen-bonded clusters alternated with water layers (note that in 
[19] the possible hydrogen bonds are accepted in the range 2.55-2.9 Å). With increasing PIH, the 
interactions among the water molecules increase and both water clusters and water layers are 
interconnected to form hydrogen-bonded water nanotubes inside the zeolite channels. The 
nanotubes close the 12MR channel access, hindering a further water penetration, and gradually 
transform into isolated species, interacting only with the zeolite framework. The evolution of these 
water nanostructures is linked to associated framework distortions and cation migration, which 
appear to be driven by the gradual “flattening” of the host 12-ring channels.  
 At ambient conditions, the water content of the alumino-silicate here studied is higher (18 
water molecules) and an additional water site W7 - not found in the K-GaSi-L - is present.  If a 
larger, and more meaningful, hydrogen bonding distance range of 2.6-3.2 Å is assumed, the water 
nanotube structure is already present in K-L at Pamb (Figure 5). Actually, at this pressure only W6-
W7 bond is always present, due to the very high occupancy factor of W6 site.  Otherwise, due to the 
low occupancy factors of the other water sites, all the other water-water bonds must be considered 
only statistically present. Above 2.5 GPa, as a consequence of the PIH, W4 and W6 sites are 
completely filled, the occupancy factors of W2 and W3 are near 80% and that of W7 becomes 80% 
at 3.6 GPa. With increasing pressure, and the consequent shifts of W4 and W5, the water-water 
interactions change, but the nanotube structure is maintained up to the highest pressure.  
During compression, the nanotube modifications are driven by the shifts of W5 and W4 sites 
and by the strengthening of the interactions of W5 and W7 with the framework oxygen atoms O1 
and O2, respectively. Hence, the hypothesis proposed by Lee and co-workers [19] that pressure 
contributes to the dissociation of the water nanostructures in K-GaSi-L, cannot be applied to K-
AlSi-L phase. In fact, our results, covering an even larger P range, demonstrate that the water 
nanotubes are statistically present from ambient to the highest investigated pressure of 6.3 GPa. 
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